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University
investigates
counseling
allegations
by sarah ferris
Assistant News Editor

ed-living communities.
Villages rely on a system of reciprocity, Wright said, between volunteers and the individuals they help.
Ninety-one individuals responded to
the survey expressing an interest in
becoming village volunteers.
“A young person comes in and

Administrators said they have taken
strides to strengthen management at the
University Counseling Center after a slew
of complaints from disgruntled former
employees surfaced this fall, but widely
declined to specifically comment on what
those changes are.
After four out of nine full-time employees resigned between July and September citing strife with the leadership,
the University created a five-month long
improvement plan for director John Dages
and associate director Barbara Brown. Administrators declined to comment on how
the plan specifically addresses allegations
made by departing psychologists of incompetent leadership and inappropriate
professional behavior.
The “HR intervention,” overseen by
Dean of Students Peter Konwerski and
Senior Associate Dean of Students Mark
Levine, trains the leaders to better communicate with their staff and handle administrative details more effectively, according
to a senior administrator who wished to
remain anonymous because of the ongoing evaluation process.
The University official familiar with
the improvement plans said it is a standard procedure when GW's Human Resources department fields complaints
about staff members. The training will
continue until January, when the leaders
will be assessed in their compliance with
the University’s expectations.
Konwerski said he is conducting “a
thorough review of all concerns regarding
the management of the University Counseling Center” and will report his findings and recommendations to University
President Steven Knapp, Provost Steven
Lerman, and Senior Vice President for Student and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak in early January.
The dean of students declined to say if
the improvement plan would be adjusted
after the out pour of grievances in the last
two weeks after a Nov. 17 Hatchet article.
Konwerski said he and Chernak met
with the counseling center staff after the
story was published to make employees
aware that “there are open lines of communication” between the staff and the
University’s administrators. Chernak and
Konwerski declined to comment on specific feedback gathered from the staff.

See HOMES: Page 5

See UCC: Page 5

Elderly hope to continue life in
Foggy Bottom by 'aging in place'
by priya anand
Metro News Editor
During a blizzard in the 1980s,
Steve Timlin shoveled snow off the
walkway of a home down the block
where an elderly woman lived alone.
Then he demanded compensation.
“The next time I see you, I want
to collect one smile from you,” the
now 68-year-old recalled telling
her then. Timlin has lived in his
yellow home at New Hampshire
Avenue and I Street for more than
25 years and plans on staying put.
He hopes someone would one day
will lift the shovel for him.
He is among about 100 elderly
Foggy Bottom residents who hope
the urban neighborhood will become
home to a village community, allowing them to age in place.
More than 50 villages nationwide offer community and volunteer support to aid the aging by
organizing services and social gatherings for the elderly who choose to
continue living in their own homes,
rather than moving into nursing or
retirement homes, according to the
Village to Village Network.

“It’s a place that you’re familiar with, it’s the place that holds
memories for you and tradition,
and you know your neighbors,”
Monroe Wright, a senior pastor at
The United Church at 19th and G
streets, said. Wright is leading the
interim board tasked with creating
Foggy Bottom’s program.
The village would host different volunteer services, ranging from
transportation to and from stores and
doctor’s appointments to delivering
meals, and hosting social events, like
book clubs and cocktail parties.
After receiving more than 100
positive responses to an initial survey gauging interest in the idea
to help Foggy Bottom’s elderly
community, Wright said the board
hopes to put the operation together
within a year, and eventually hire
an executive director. The project
might later base some of its office
operations out of the nonprofit senior living facility St. Mary’s Court,
located along 24th Street behind the
Lerner Health and Wellness Center.
Nearly all adults ages 50 and
older who reside in the District say
it is important to arrange for long-
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Top: Rev. Monroe Wright hopes to set up an "aging in place" program in Foggy Bottom.
Bottom: Steve Timlin has lived in Foggy for exactly 25 years and eight months.

term care services that would allow
them to remain at home as they grow
older, according to an American Association of Retired Persons report
published in February.
The first village sprouted up
in Beacon Hill, Mass. in 2002,
offering membership to those
seeking an alternative to moving
into retirement homes or assist-

New rules
for veteran
aid could
halt tuition

Greek leaders seek to
address hazing trend
Amid investigations, administrators and
chapters work to educate campus community
by andrea vittorio
Campus News Editor

by jamie blynn
Hatchet Staff Writer

An academic organization that boasts
GW as a member is threatening to withdraw from the federal tuition assistance
program for active-duty military students, rather than comply with new limitations tied to the program.
The National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities – an
organization with which GW is affiliated
– was one of six to allege that the new
Department of Defense guidelines are
too intrusive, allowing the government
to overstep university autonomy. The
memo lays out policies that are “inconsistent and, in many cases, incompatible”
with the current practices of member organizations, according to the Nov. 21 petition by the groups.
The Defense Department rules restrict “the awarding of academic credit,
in-school residency requirements, education plans, tuition policies and payment
processing” of participating colleges, the
See VETERANS: Page 5
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President of GW Vets Scott Disney said he hopes that the Department of Defense
will not limit tuition assistance programs in the face of federal budget cuts.

Administrators are doubling efforts to educate the growing Greek
community about hazing after a
higher-than-usual number of investigations has dogged the community
over the last three years.
The Center for Student Engagement intensified activities during
National Hazing Prevention Week
in September and held a symposium
in October for the entire Greek community that laid out GW’s expectations. As chapters continue to initiate
their pledge classes over the next
few weeks, administrators will work
with Greek leaders to inform new
members about hazing.
The latest judicial case for hazing
began in mid-November, marking
the sixth chapter to have been publicly investigated by the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities on
allegations of hazing and underage
drinking in the last two years. The
University has declined to confirm
whether additional chapters are currently under investigation without

first notifying chapter leadership.
There are 10 chapters under the
Panhellenic Association and 17 in
the Interfraternity Council, which together represent about 20 percent of
each gender’s population on campus,
according to U.S. News and World
Report. Of this community, about 22
percent belong to organizations that
have been investigated since 2009.
Three Greek chapters were formally charged with hazing, underage
consumption of alcohol and providing alcohol to minors last January
after a months-long investigation.
Over the last year, these chapters have
worked with their local advisers, national organizations and Greek life
administrators to rebuild their standing in the community.
Associate Dean of Students Tim
Miller said the root of hazing’s upward trend lies in a sense of "oneupsmanship" among chapters that
he thinks have “lost the concept of
why they’re doing it.”
“To me, hazing is one of those
things that builds over time,” he said.
See HAZING: Page 5
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IN Brief

GW offers tips for Clinton
Institute applications
Students working on their Clinton Global
proposals are encouraged to tap into the University’s network of faculty, departments and
programs to strengthen their applications for a
highly coveted slot at the spring conference.
About 35 students turned out for the
University’s first of two information sessions Wednesday.
“The biggest piece of advice I would give
would be to start early, planning and developing your commitment, so you can have plenty
of time to utilize the GW resources that are
available,” Robert Snyder, the executive director of University initiatives, advised students.
The Center for Undergraduate Fellowships and Research is helping to connect students to faculty in their projects’ fields, Snyder
said. He also emphasized the University Writing Center as another way for students to develop their proposals.
Each application, which can be completed
by an individual or a group, must include a
“commitment,” or formal plan of action to
address a global challenge. Applicants must
write an essay explaining how the commitment is “new, specific and measurable” – a requirement most students struggle with, Clinton Global director Bill Wetzel said.
Wetzel said the foundation looks for commitments connected to its five focus areas:
education, environment, human rights, poverty and public health. The strongest applications not only relate to these themes but also
include “a willingness to take a risk” and “a
personal passion and enthusiasm,” in addition to being original, tangible and quantifiable, Wetzel said.
Dean of Students Peter Konwerski urged
students to think creatively and reach out to
organizations in the D.C. area that align with
the focus of a student’s proposal.
He added that the University does not
know how many students will be chosen to
attend the conference from GW, because the
selections will depend on the strength and
quantity of applications submitted.
A campus sustainability group, GW Funkstown Food Co-op, is still narrowing down its
focus for the proposal and plans to take advantage of the campus’ resources when writing the application.
“Our greatest challenge is creating
something that is measurable. We have lofty
goals, it is dealing with competition and creating that plan that is difficult,” freshman
Haley Burns said.
The deadline for the Clinton Global Initiative University is Jan. 17, and the three-day
conference will kick off March 30 next year.
GW is the sixth school to host the university-level conference centered on solving
world’s challenges.

–Natalie Lylo and Ian Redman

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Drag queens Kristina Kelly, left, and freshman Lolita Faye, right, congratulate a winner at the Allied in Pride’s “Drag Queen Bingo” Wednesday night in the
Marvin Center. The event commemorates World AIDS Week with the proceeds benefitting Whitman-Walker Health – a center specializing in HIV/AIDS care.
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The new Corcoran Gallery of Art exhibit
examines modern space travel.

Peer educators in-training raised
awareness about stress during finals.

Allied in Pride raised money for a
local HIV/AIDS health center.

‘Are We There Yet?’

December
Thursday

UCC Stress Relief

1

Democracy and Public Argument
The University Writing Center and the
Freemasons of D.C. will host civil rights
activist Cornel West to talk about the
Occupy movement.
Smith Center • 7 p.m.

Drag Queen Bingo

2

Friday
NGO, Nonprofit and
Government Career Forum
The Women’s Foreign Policy Group is co-hosting a panel
geared toward preparing students for political careers in
governmental and non-governmental organizations.
Marvin Center ballrooms • 11:30 a.m.

Caribbean Student Association Dinner
Students are invited to feast on curry
chicken, roti, black cake and escovitch
fish at the group’s annual formal dinner.
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom
• 8 p.m.

Sunday
Bike Blender
Smoothie Day

4

The Funkstown Food Co-op will
be serving up free smoothies on
their bike blender.
Gelman Library patio • 3 p.m.

GAIN REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE AND MAKE MONEY.
The Hatchet is now accepting applications for two positions beginning Spring Semester.
Paid training will begin soon.

ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVE:

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT:

Stipend plus Commission/Bonus
Work 12-15 hours per week
Responsbilities include servicing existing account list
and pursuing new business through cold calling

$10/hour
Work 8-12 hours per week
Responsibilities include computer entry,
payments, invoicing statements, reports, etc.
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Funding endangers future of Sudanese scholarship
by rachel getzenberg
Hatchet Staff Writer
University budget shifts
may keep a student group
from bringing another Sudanese student to GW – a
tradition they hoped to institutionalize as the first
scholar graduates in May.
Founded in 2006, Banaa is a student organization that orchestrates a full
scholarship for a Sudanese
student as a means of empowering natives of the
war-torn country. The group
began an effort last year to
make the scholarship a permanent fixture at GW, Evan
Faber, one of the program’s
founders, said.
University President Steven Knapp’s office committed to financing half of a new
scholarship – a change from
the first student who was
funded almost entirely by
former University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg.
"This scholarship was
committed to by the previous administration for one
student. It is not funded out
of the president's office," University spokeswoman Candace Smith said. "We are committed to getting the current
scholarship student through
his studies, and we hope that

the group can generate funds
to assist with funding another
scholarship."
Faber said the total cost
of bringing a student for four
years, including summers
and travel, is about $360,800.
Without a change in the
current agreement, the Banaa student group would be
responsible for raising about
$150,000 toward the scholarship. In the past, the student
group was responsible for
funding only summer housing and travel expenses, valued at about $38,300.
When fundraising for
the first scholarship, the Banaa group came up $15,000
short – a gap the University
also covered.
“As a student organization at GW, we don’t have
the means to come up with
the money. At this point we
would not be able to accept
a scholar,” student organizer Ryan Brenner said.
University
Executive
Vice President and Treasurer Lou Katz said the drawback is not reflective of
broader funding cuts across
GW programs.
Inspired by GW, the Banaa program has spread to
other colleges. The University of Rochester provided
a full scholarship to Suda-

"As a student organization at GW, we don’t have
the means to come up with the money. At this
point we would not be able to accept a scholar."
Ryan Brenner
Student Organizer
Banaa

Michelle rattinger | senior PHOTO editor

Above: The student organizers of the Banaa scholarship met to
discuss the uncertain future of the program. Right: Makwei Mabioor
Deng, the current Sudanese Banaa scholar, will graduate in May.

nese students as an extension of Banaa in both 2010
and 2011.
Student organizers of the
Banaa program said it brings
valuable diversity to GW.
“The University gets a
student that enriches campus. Some of these students
come from war zones, which
are the same things so many
people come here to study,”
Faber said.

Makwei Mabioor Deng,
a student from Sudan,
was the University’s first
and only Banaa scholar in
2008. He will graduate this
spring.
"I have been exposed to
different cultures, different
ideas and opinions about
politics, religions, economics and other vital aspects
about life," Deng said of his
time at GW. u

Science majors opt
out for other fields
by Miranda Green
Senior Staff Writer
Max Romano wanted to be
a computer engineer. He liked
technology in high school and
did well on his science exams.
But within a year of coming to GW, he had changed
his mind.
Discouraged by the required lecture-style science
and math classes, Romano
switched his major before
taking a single computer science course. In his move to
the GW School of Business,
the sophomore sought classes
with more interaction and indepth conversations.
“It didn’t really have to do
with the perceived difficulty.
I just realized I didn’t want
to continue with that [major]
here,” Romano said. “So I was
like, well I’ll switch my majors
like everyone else does.”
Romano is part of a larger
group of students who drop
science, technology, engineering and math majors to
pursue either easier or more
discussion-based degrees – a
trend that threatens the nation’s ability to stay competitive in scientific innovation.
Across the U.S., 40 percent of students who start as
engineering or science majors
eventually switch to other subjects or fail out, according to a
2010 study by the University of
California at Los Angeles. The
drop-off rate climbs to 60 percent for pre-med students.
The number of full-time
students who entered the
School of Engineering and
Applied Science as fresh-

men and then left for another
school at GW increased fourfold from 2006 to 2010, according to data from the Office of Institutional Research.
Almost 10 percent of the
total freshman class in SEAS
during 2006 transferred out of
the program during their four
years at GW. For the freshman
SEAS class that entered last
year, about 28 percent of students have already transferred
to another school.
Statistics on transfers by
science and math majors in the
Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences is not tracked.
Howard Davis, director
of undergraduate student services and advising at the engineering school, said attrition
from engineering programs is
not just an issue at GW but a
national one, adding that the
school has been “very diligent
in addressing this issue.”
To combat the drop-off
rate, Davis said the school uses
a combination of professional
and faculty advisers to guide
freshmen as they progress
through degree programs.
Davis
attributed
the
struggle for science, technology, engineering and math
majors during their first year
at school to the required introductory classes that do not
meet their expectations.
“I think, going into the
major, students have the tendency to underestimate the
amount of prep and focus that
it takes to succeed in that major,” Davis said. “When they
start doing the course work
and the math and science fundamentals, they have a hard

GW looks to remove
donation restraints
by Priya Anand
Metro News Editor

Marie McGrory | hatchet staff PHOTOGRAPHER

Sophomore Danielle Leslie dropped her pre-med track after feeling
disenchanted with difficult lecture classes, switching to psychology.

time connecting these fundamentals with being a scientist
or building a bridge.”
Other students say it is the
way that course material is
presented that dissuades them
from continuing in a science,
technology, engineering or
mathematics field.
“I felt that, if biology and
pre-med were truly what I
wanted to do with my life, I
should be enjoying the classes
despite their difficulty, but this
just was not happening for
me,” sophomore Danielle Leslie, who now studies psychology, said. “I felt overwhelmed
and discouraged. I did not enjoy the lectures; labs were fun,
but they were not enough to
keep me committed."
The University is targeting science, technology, engineering and math students
by pairing all freshmen with
upperclassmen of the same
major to provide a mentor if
freshmen feel overwhelmed.
Free walk-in tutoring is also
offered to SEAS students for
math, chemistry and physics
classes within the school.
“I think the fact that the
engineering school is a really

small school is really helpful
to students,” Caroline Battey,
a senior majoring in civil engineering, said. Battey, who is
president of the engineering
sorority Alpha Omega Epsilon,
said that experience “definitely
tagged me to stay in and offered a support system."
GW also offers students
monetary incentives in the
form of lofty scholarships.
Internal data from GW
show that 91.1 percent of students entering SEAS received
financial aid in 2010. In addition, an engineering-specific
$16,000- to $20,000-scholarship
is offered through the University-wide Presidential Academic
Scholarship program.
This incentive for science,
technology, engineering and
math majors, Davis said, is
the reflection of a growing
need for scientists to keep the
U.S. competitive.
“As a nation, we need
people with those skill sets.
Personally, I see it as an obligation to encourage students
to do these majors because we
are falling behind other countries to produce engineers and
scientists,” Davis said. u

The University is petitioning the D.C. Superior Court to expand the
applicant pool for a more
than $100,000 scholarship
donation originally designated only for Protestant
white males.
GW
received
the
$120,000 donation through
the trust of Robert Bond
Gotta, a former GW Law
School student who specified in his will that the
funds go toward “Protestant, white, male students,
studying to become career
employees in the United
States Foreign Diplomatic Service,” according to
court documents.
Gotta enrolled in the
law school in 1911 but
withdrew in 1912. He died
in 1974 and, following the
deaths of the recipients of
his estate, his will dictated
the remainder of his trust
filter toward different organizations,
including
GW.
The University is asking for the court to omit
the race, color and sexbased restrictions to comply with education laws,
as well as to extend the
terms to include government fields similar to foreign diplomatic service.
The federal Title IX
gender equality law and
the D.C. Human Rights
Act both prohibit the University from discriminat-

ing based on sex, race, religion or color.
University
spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said, while GW does
not comment on pending
litigation, sometimes donors do place restrictions,
including race, national
origin or religion, on eligibility for the scholarships
they are funding.
“The University evaluates each scholarship bequest individually in order
to consider both the donor ’s intent and applicable
law,” she said.
Law school professor Robert Tuttle said the
University’s request is not
uncommon, and is more
of an effort to “get the paperwork straight” to begin doling out the funds
fairly.
Trusts intended for
charity that have illegal
terms may be altered so
the donation both complies with the law and
match the donor ’s charitable purpose, according
to a legal doctrine called
cy pres.
“Charities have an obligation to do what GW’s
doing, and courts are very
receptive to it,” Tuttle
said.
Individuals who donate to nonprofits intend
to provide a public benefit, despite more specific
instructions for the gift,
and courts usually follow
through to alter the restrictions, he added. u
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"It's a place that you're familiar with, it's the place that holds memories for you
and tradition, and you know your neighbors."
–Monroe Wright, senior pastor in the United Church, on creating a Foggy Bottom village community.
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Staff Editorial

Keep the construction
pledge during finals
Studying during finals doesn’t
need to be more of a nightmare than
it already is.
If students want a quiet spot on
Foggy Bottom, they have to sit in the
aging and sterile Gelman Library.
That is, if they can even find a spot in
the overcrowded study space. And if
there is no space in Gelman, students
are often hard-pressed to find another
comfortable and quiet place on campus to study.

Students are here to
learn and studying should
come before campus
construction for the next
three weeks.
There has been a breakdown between when construction start times
on campus and when the University
pledged exceptionally noisy construction would start, according to a survey conducted by the Residence Hall
Association. While this survey was
non-scientific, it points to the fact that
students are unhappy with the state of
on-campus construction.
Students are here to learn and
studying should come before campus
expansion for the next three weeks.
Even though it is the students' word
against the University's, administrators should accept that students are
bothered by the noise and this will
only get worse during finals.
The GW Residence Hall Association has taken laudable efforts
throughout the year to ensure that
while the construction persists on
campus it does not come at the
detriment to student productivity
today. RHA conducted the survey
and organized a petition, which
garnered more than 500 signatures,
appealing to the University to “uphold its commitment.” Their advocacy work throughout the year is
necessary to holding the University’s pledges accountable.
No one is asking for the construction to come to a halt, and the outcome of the campus construction will
undoubtedly be beneficial. But we
won’t see those results for a long time,
and they should not come at the cost
of student performance today.

Professors need to
go to class too
Finals, papers and projects are
piling up, and another break sounds
ideal right now. It’s easy to lose steam
or want to throw in the towel.
But just as students still need to
perform at their peak for their finals
in the upcoming weeks, professors
shouldn’t shirk their teaching responsibilities. Around this time each year,
professors begin to cancel classes to
allow students the extra hours for
time to study or write papers.
This might not be a Universitywide problem, but for the courses
where professors do choose to cancel
classes arbitrarily, students suffer.

It is troubling how many
hours of learning and
how many tuition dollars
are lost to professors
cancelling classes.
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What a depleted GWorld balance can buy
by Lisa Fischer

I

n some classes, professor evaluations are the only chance
students have to give an honest opinion of the course – making them one of the truest forms
used to judge professors and
learning.
And their importance is rising, as many universities – GW
included – are weighing student
evaluations more heavily in their
review and promotion of professors.
The University’s recently-established Teaching and Learning
Collaborative, which is seeking
to improve the quality of teaching and learning throughout GW,
is exploring how the evaluation
process can be strengthened and
how to optimize student feedback for better teaching.
Updating the criteria that
evaluations measure will allow
for a better system to gauge student learning, but this must be
done in a manner that does not
overburden professors or define
how they teach.

In students we trust?

As college tuition has steadily
increased, the idea of the student
as a consumer has gained prominence. Since students are investing more in their education,
higher education experts, politicians and students have argued
they deserve more of a say in
how their education is provided.

Student reviews can
be used to improve the
educational outcomes
of students, but they
should not define it.
Evaluations are one such way to
give that voice to students.
This idea has most clearly
manifested itself in Texas, where
Gov. Rick Perry proposed that
the Texas State University System have tenure promotions
based in large part on student
satisfaction.
Yet as universities and colleges have experimented with
allowing student reviews to
dictate promotions and pay
raises for professors, critics have
fought back, arguing that professors dilute their course material
and workload to earn higher student ratings.
Opponents also doubt that
students are actually able to
judge their own educational outcomes. When students enter the
classroom, they are not like traditional consumers. A collegeaged student isn't equipped to
make a decision about how a

T

Professors have a responsibility
to their students, particularly right
now, and each course is valuable.
Though the value of a lecture or
discussion goes beyond monetary
metrics, each hour spent in class is
worth more than $150 on average,
so every time a professor shows up
late or disregards his or her teaching responsibilities, students also
lose tuition dollars.
If this trend continues, students
should make a note of it in their
online course evaluations. Course
evaluations can also be expanded
to include questions specifically
pertaining to professors’ attendance and preparedness.
It is troubling how many hours of
learning, and how many tuition dollars, are lost to professors cancelling
classes at the end of the semester.
The GW

A critique
of student
evaluations

need to improve or adjust a particular aspect of the course or
their teaching styles.
Many surveys ask broad questions to determine improvement
in intellectual capacity or critical
thinking skills, but this might not
be the best way to measure student
Stagger, specify, survey
performance, according to a reThis does not mean that stu- cent study by Patrick T. Terenzini
dent evaluations are worthless, and Ernest T. Pascarella, authors
as “well-designed evaluation of the book “How College Affects
forms,” can in fact, “capture im- Students.” Instead, asking more
portant information about stu- specific questions on the surveys
dent learning,” accordyields more informaing to a report by three
tion about courses and
economics professors
instructor quality.
at the University of
Questions
such
California, Riverside.
as how well a profesThere are many effecsor explained and retive strategies being
viewed material, outimplemented
across
lined instructions and
higher education, deused class time are betsigned to improve the
ter indicators of student
value and accuracy of
learning, according to
Doug Cohen
student reviews.
the study by Terenzini
Often, professors
and Pascarella.
Contributing
find that many of the
Similarly, the study
Editor
mandatory questions
from Riverside found
on departmental rethat the most effective
views do not approquestions asked were
priately measure the type of if the instructor was clear and easlearning that occurs in their par- ily understandable and that the
ticular classes, according to the supplementary materials were inChronicle of Higher Education.
formative and useful.
To combat this, professors
Course evaluations should
should instead ask their own also have students assess their
questions. By seeking feedback own learning gains.
they deem most important to
A professor could list a varitheir courses and material, pro- ety of learning techniques used
fessors will get the best gauge in the class, such as discussion,
on how students are performing group projects or hands-on activand more importantly, learning.
ities, and ask them to rate which
To better integrate student were most helpful and effective.
input throughout the semester,
To convince students that it is
there should also be mandatory actually worth the effort to fill out
evaluations mid term. What is the new course evaluations, prothe point of only garnering stu- fessors must use the new strategies
dent feedback at the end of the seriously and take into account
semester, when students are al- new and improved feedback. The
most finished with the course? If University should work with each
evaluations are collected in the department to standardize how
middle of the semester, profes- professors review and analyze
sors will be able to see if they their assessment data.

Moving beyond student feedback

doing nothing but spending time easier. We may not easily admit to
together in bed, you realize this Facebook stalking in general, but if
isn't what a relationship is sup- you’re in a long distance relationposed to look like.
ship there is no question that you
The question isn’t whether will Facebook stalk the absolute
the relationship can
crap out of your boyhandle it; it’s whether
friend or girlfriend.
you can.
I can think of no
My freshman year
better situation that
of college I tried long
exemplifies the saying,
distance with my high
“A picture is worth
school boyfriend. We
a thousand words.”
were both under the
All it takes is coming
impression that our reacross a questionable
Kelsey Rohwer photo from last Thurslationship was in some
way special and we
day night for our imagshouldn’t break up just
inations to go wild.
Columnist
because the calendar
Who is that chick?
said so. For a while the
Why is she standing so
relationship handled it, but slowly close to him? Is that his hand on
I began to realize that individually, her thigh or the other guy? Is he
I could not. That’s when things be- wearing a V-neck? He never wore
gan to falter.
V-necks for me. Does he look
The relationship can be as drunk? I wonder if he bought her
great and powerful as you think that drink. I bet she’s a slut. Her
it is. But in the end, it comes boobs are bigger than mine.
down to whether or not the peoJust like that, your boyfriend is
ple in the relationship are cut out cheating on you.
for long distance.
Though you think it may help,
Facebook and other technolo- Skype makes everything even
gies certainly don’t make it any worse. It’s like one huge tease.

Here’s the person you’re dying to
see, right in front of you on this
dumb little screen, but you can’t
have them. All you get to do is talk
to them – as if you don’t do enough
of that already.
A relationship isn’t some exclusive all-powerful entity, it’s made
up of two mistake-prone human
beings. Shit’s going to happen.
So as you and your significant
other make plans for the coming
semester, be smart. The decision
you make is not a testament to the
strength of the relationship, because quite simply, long distance
isn’t for everyone.
If you haven’t already experienced the end of a long distance
relationship, you might have to
soon. In just a few weeks, some
of us will be heading home to
see our high school boyfriends
and girlfriends.
While winter break will be
great, the start of term, and the
prospect of spending many cold
nights alone will chill even the best
long-distance relationship.
The writer, a junior majoring in
journalism, is a Hatchet columnist.

professor should teach material, or what strategies should
be implemented throughout the
course. Education is ultimately
dictated by the wisdom of the
university, and not impulsive
student perception.

While these improvements will
likely make student evaluations
more authoritative, the University should continue to use student
feedback in conjunction with other
methods of faculty review.
That’s because student reviews,
“used alone and unadjusted…appear highly questionable,” according to a study by three professors
at The Ohio State University. The
study found that many students
do reward professors with higher
ratings for better grades and easier
course material. Many students are
also biased against certain types of
professors, which can significantly
alter the nature of student reviews.
This demonstrates why it can
be extremely dangerous to directly tie student evaluations to
promotions and pay raises. Professors do inflate grades and water down their material if their
job statuses or salaries depend
on it. Having evaluations play
too strong of a role in academic
assessments can seriously dilute
students’ education.
It’s tough for us as students to
be able to judge a course's quality
while we’re enrolled in it. Education is not like a trip to the mall,
where we as the consumers know
exactly what type of product we
want. For better or for worse, professors are teaching the way they
do for a reason, and often it’s because their methods are the best
ones for relaying information.
Student evaluations can be
used as an important guide for
teaching quality, but how professors teach and the material that
they use should not ultimately be
at the mercy of student judgment.
Student reviews can be used to
improve the educational outcomes
of students, but they should not
define it.
The writer, a junior majoring
in political science, is The Hatchet’s
contributing opinions editor.

The real deal about long distance

he first time many of us give
long distance relationships
a try is when we make the
ever-brilliant decision to stay with
our high school sweethearts.
But a relationship like that goes
up in flames as quickly as you can
say, “free tequila shots” or “hot girl
down the hall.”
Because, quite simply, long
distance relationships suck. You
spend most of your time being irritable and cranky. Still we all consider attempting the long distance
relationship, however stupid or
awful it may seem. We do this because we think our relationship can
handle it – that it's strong enough
to last. That is our first mistake.
When you take your relationship and stretch it across an ocean
or even a few states, it no longer
resembles a relationship. Instead,
it becomes two individuals who
call each other everyday and
spend their time miserably missing one another.
Even when you two get together, it might seem like things
are back to normal. But when
you spend three days straight
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Metro cuts ribbon to signal the end of escalator repairs
by sloan dickey
Hatchet Reporter
Metro officials commemorated three new escalators at
the Foggy Bottom Metro station Wednesday morning,
marking the end of a longterm effort to relieve chronic
outages at the stop.
Metro began long-awaited
renovations to the station in
January as part of a $5 billion
overhaul across the 35-year-old
transit system.
Mascot George and Metro
General Manager and CEO Richard Sarles cut the ribbon to officially open the third escalator.
The agency is evaluating its
153 escalators at 25 stations.
One new escalator went live
at the station in July, and the second in September. The $5.9 million upgrade will also give the
Foggy Bottom Metro – one of the
most heavily trafficked stations
with an average of more than

VETERANS
from p. 1
complaint letter said.
The limitations – designed to cut down on aid
fraud and inefficiency – were
outlined in a Department of
Defense memorandum of
understanding that was issued in March, but not contested until late November.
The memo requires that
all universities who award
federal tuition assistance dollars to active duty students
comply with its terms, which
include strict requirements
about processing credit, financial aid and housing.
Time is running short for
the protesting organizations,
as all colleges must sign onto
the program before Jan. 1 to
participate in 2012 tuition
assistance programs.
GW has not yet decided
if it will agree to the Defense
Department’s terms.
“The University is aware
of the Department of Defense
[memorandum of understanding] and is evaluating
it,” University spokeswoman
Michelle Sherrard said.
Because some institutions may refuse to sign the
memo, active duty students
that depend on tuition assistance will be limited in
where they can attend, said

HAZING
from p. 1
“Almost every hazing incident
starts with a good idea.”
Over the last decade, Miller
has watched incidents of hazing become more noticeable
– but he said not necessarily
more severe – as new member
initiation activities ramp up
from one year to the next.
“The chapters know this
about me: I don’t tolerate hazing
and we’ll address hazing every
chance we have,” he said. “We
don’t go looking for things necessarily, but when they come to
our attention, we have a responsibility to deal with them.”
At the same time, he said,
students’ sense of bystander
awareness has also prompted
them to respond to events that
they witness. GW has operated
an anonymous hazing alert system for more than five years.
“The reason why we’re
knowing more is, I think, less
people are saying, ‘This is just
the way it should be,’ ” Miller
said. “Whereas I think it used
to be, ‘Oh that’s not me, that’s
not happening to me.’ ”
The Student Code of Conduct defines hazing as activities
that “include but are not limited to paddling in any form;
creation of excessive fatigue;
physical and psychological
shocks; quests, treasure hunts,
scavenger hunts, road trips, or
any other such activities carried
on outside the confines of the
house or organization; wearing, publicly, apparel that is
conspicuous and not normally
in good taste; engaging in public stunts and buffoonery; morally degrading or humiliating
games and activities; and any
other activities which are not
consistent with the academic
mission of the University.”
A 2008 study by Student
Affairs Administrators in
Higher Education found that
more than half of students who
belong to campus organizations nationwide experience
hazing. Among Greek organizations, hazing figures climbed
above two-thirds of members,
the study showed.
The Nov. 20 death of a
drum major in a suspected hazing incident at Florida A&M
University highlighted the
spread of the issue on college
campuses, not just in Greek
life, and reinvigorated discussions about how to prevent future incidents.
University policies for hazing cover all student organiza-

20,000 passengers daily – a canopy and staircase by early 2012.
“As we have been working
on these escalators, [riders]
have had a lot of patience,”
Sarles said.
He joked that the future
staircase would be a perk for
“students who like to get exercise and want to move right
along and don’t want to take
the escalator.”
The unveiling of the third
escalator signaled the first
time in more than a year that
the station offered riders three
functioning escalators.
Last fall, Metro commissioned an outside agency to review escalators across the rail
line, prompting upgrades at stations including Foggy Bottom.
The renovations were
originally slated to begin last
November, but instead started
in late January.
Fewer than one-third of the
previous escalator shutdowns at
Barmak Nassirian, associate executive director of
the American Association
of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers –
another organization that
signed the letter.
“While it’s not easy to
change their decision process, I hope that the letter
will have an impact and create action,” Nassirian said.
If the University fails
to sign the memo by the
deadline, it will not be able
to provide financial aid to
active military students
through the federal tuition
assistance program.
There were 98 active duty students taking
courses online or on the
Foggy Bottom Campus
last year. These students
are eligible for $4,500 per
year through the tuition
assistance program - funds
that would be cut off if the
University refuses to sign
on to the new guidelines.
The University is frequently noted as one of the
most military-friendly institutions in the country for
its strong veteran support
system. GW ranked No. 16
nationally for its academic,
financial and student life
programs for veterans by
Military Times EDGE earlier
this month.
GW expanded its commitment to the Yellow Rib-

the Foggy Bottom Metro resulted
from planned maintenance, according to a report released in
February. The average time to
repair those systems also saw a
one-hour lag from 2008 to 2009.
Some of the escalators
across the system were installed as far back as 1974.
Metro officials have said
the new technology, with a 20to 30-year life expectancy, is
far more reliable.
Sarles also visited Union Station, the Metro system's busiest
stop, which received a $2.2-million overhaul. Work began there
in July 2010 and was completed
last week, repairing seven escalators and adding safety features
like handrails. u
Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority General
Manager and CEO Richard Sarles
cuts a ribbon with George to
celebrate the three refurbished
Foggy Bottom Metro escalators.

bon Program – another federal military benefit initiative – in 2010 and stepped in
to provide emergency payment for its students when
their government aid lagged
the year before.
Efforts to scale back federal funding threatened tuition assistance programs in
August when Republicans
in the House of Representatives tacked an evaluation
of military benefits to the
Defense Department’s 2012
appropriations bill.
“There is uncertainty
around federal financial
aid and tuition assistance
programs of all kinds right
now,” the University’s Director of Government Relations Kent Springfield said.
“We generally have concerns about how a number
of programs could be impacted by ongoing budget
negotiations.”
President of GW Veterans Scott Disney said he is
optimistic that the Defense
Department will manage
budget cuts without limiting tuition assistance.
“I would really hope that
[the Defense Department]
would be able to make up
shortfalls in other areas,
before making any cuts to
tuition assistance, since it
makes up a very small portion of the overall [Defense]
budget,” Disney said. u

tions, but Miller said Greek life
is held to a higher standard
because of chapters’ devotion
to core values. He said benefits
like on-campus housing, funding and full-time staff members
assigned to Greek life show that
fraternities and sororities should
be looked at more critically.
The Greek community has
become a larger presence on
campus over the last few years.
A record 512 women joined
GW’s 10 Panhellenic sororities
this year after a 15-percent spike
of participants in formal recruitment, while this year’s rush
brought the fraternity population to nearly 1,100 men.
In combating hazing,
Miller said the expanse of the
Greek community as a whole
matters less than the swelling
size of individual chapters.
“A 19-year-old trying to
manage an organization that’s
bigger than lots of corporations,
that’s hard to do,” he said.
By adding an 11th Panhellenic chapter as early as this
spring – a decision made by
vote in October – Miller hopes
to ratchet down the level of
each chapter’s membership to
a more feasible size.
Robert Chernak, senior vice
provost and senior vice president for Student and Academic
Support Services, said national
branches of campus chapters
have also become more involved in what goes on at GW
by “stepping up sooner” and
working with the University
to discipline chapters charged
with hazing or other violations.
“Ten years ago, nationals
didn’t want to step in and get
a bad reputation,” he said. “It
took a long time for national
leadership to realize they had
a role. Nationals have a vested
interest in preserving integrity
of chapters.”
Director of Greek Life
Christina Witkowicki did not
return a request for comment.
Zachary Daley, who serves
as the student representative
for Greek life at Bentley University, worked with Witkowicki
when she was Greek life director there during his sophomore
year to deal with the suspension of his fraternity due to underage alcohol consumption.
He said she maintained a “fair
but strict” approach toward resolving the situation.
“Obviously we were upset
when the sanctions came down
and the suspension was imposed,” Daley said. “But at the
same time we understood that
it was a violation of the administration’s policy that you have
to own up to.” u

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

HOMES
from p. 1
does gardening for the senior,
and the senior teaches the
young person piano lessons
or Russian lessons, or whatever, whatever their talents are,
they’ve got something to give,”
Wright said.
Foggy Bottom would
need an estimated 100 volunteers for the program to run
smoothly, he said, adding that
he’s looked toward other villages in the city as models.
There are seven villages
across D.C., nestled in Georgetown, Dupont Circle, Glover
Park and Capitol Hill.
“Managers have come to us
wanting advice and wanting,
enthusiastically, to support it,
because these front-line workers
are the people who stumble in

UCC
from p. 1
Chernak has been keeping
tabs on issues in the counseling
center throughout the fall, but
declined to comment on the University’s specific plans of action
related to its management.
Last week, a mental health
awareness group on campus
launched an online forum to
collect feedback about the Uni-

on horror stories,” Wright said.
“The man who hasn’t been seen
for the last month and has died
in this apartment, or the woman
who hasn’t been seen for the last
week and she’s in bed dehydrated because she can't get out.”
The group has been in preliminary talks with the University’s Office of Community
Service about gathering student
volunteers.
While most villages are
geared toward individuals
who are at least 50 years old,
Wright said the board is considering lifting age guidelines
to encourage young residents
in the area to reach out. Young
adults often do not have family members living close by
and could need assistance if
they have a child or fall sick.
“I look forward to a group of
people who have come to know
one another and can depend on
one another,” Wright said. “If

you keep people out of nursing
homes, that’s thousands of dollars a month.”
In-home care helped Timlin’s aunt as she grew older in
California, where family members did not live nearby, for
about a year before she became
unable to receive the support she
needed in her own house. But by
then, she was not aware of her
surroundings, he said.
With 25 years of his life invested in his Foggy Bottom residence, from memories to money
to remodeling projects as the
house aged with him, Timlin
said moving to an assisted living
center isn’t an option.
“Home is always best,” he
said. “An institution means
care, food, bed, warmth. Better
than being on the sidewalk, but
it’s not comfortable living compared to knowing your own
home and your neighbors and
your own surroundings.” u

versity Counseling Center for
administrative use.
Rachel Krausman, co-founder of GW Active Minds, said the
organization was not aware of
the departing employees’ complaints before The Hatchet’s story and launched a Google Doc to
gather information to share with
the University’s and the center’s
leadership.
Fifteen students in the past
two weeks shared stories about
unsatisfactory experiences at
the center. The group declined

to provide additional details, as
the comments were submitted
anonymously.
Krausman explained that
the group’s goal is not to “effect
change in the staffing” at the
center.
“We will continue to push
for better accessibility in all ways
– cost, hours and wait-time – but
we do feel that the administration is working hard to alleviate
some of these issues,” Krausman
said.
–Justin Peligri contributed reporting.
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Study validates online faculty ratings
by chelsea radler
Campus News Editor
Apparently, RateMyProfessors.com is not just a place
students go to gripe about
their worst classes.
The website provides
accurate assessments of
performance overall, according to a new study in
the electronic journal “Practical Assessment, Research
and Evaluation.”
April Bleske-Rechek, an
associate professor of psychology at the University of
Wisconsin at Eau Claire who
co-authored the late November study, said it takes only
about 10 evaluations to reach
agreement among students.
“There’s a consensus for
who’s positive and who’s
not,” she said.
She noted that the site’s
distinction between quality and
easiness improves its accuracy.
Bleske-Rechek,
whose
students tease her about receiving a chili pepper, sig-

nifying attractiveness, on
the website, added that the
online scores are "highly correlated" with traditional inclass evaluations.
"I would never say the site
is flawless, but it can be useful
among students," she said.
More than 1.5 million
professors are ranked on the
website, which is part of the
Viacom conglomerate that
owns Time Warner, the Walt
Disney Company and MTV.
Carlo DiMarco, senior
vice president of mtvU university relations, said more
than 4 million students visit
the site each month.
“With so many students
contributing to the site, we
feel it’s among the best and
most accurate tools for students to judge the performance of professors,” he said.
“The site does what students
have been doing forever:
checking in with each other
to figure out who’s a great
professor and who’s one you
might want to avoid.”

GW administrators remain skeptical about the
scores' legitimacy.
Provost Steven Lerman
said
RateMyProfessors.
com's rankings rarely play a
role in tenure and promotion
decisions. University-issued
student evaluations and peer
reviews by faculty trump
comments made on the website, he said, fearing that only
students with extreme opinions submit evaluations on
Rate My Professors.
“So at least right now,
given response rate differential, I’m more comfortable
with our own evaluation
assessment being a good
source of information,” he
said. “I’ve never met a professor who got great teacher
evaluations who wasn’t a
great teacher, and I’ve never
met someone who got truly
horrible teacher evaluations
who wasn’t a bad teacher."
But in a previous study,
Bleske-Rechek found contributors are not only those

with extreme opinions, although she acknowledged
that inflammatory responses
can occur.
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning Stephen
Ehrmann also questioned
the validity of the comments
on the website.
“It’s important for GW
to use evidence that can
stand up to the same kinds
of standards that we apply
to other kinds of research,”
he said. “RateMyProfessors.com was created as an
information source for students, by students, not as
a way to evaluate faculty
to help them improve their
courses or to decide whom
to promote.”
The website’s unofficial
capacity on campuses remains strong.
Professor of English Jane
Shore has the highest overall ranking of the 2,152 listed professors at GW, with
all perfect scores by her 14
student contributors.

jordan emont | assistant photo editor

Jane Shore has a perfect score on RateMyProfessors.com, a website
that often provides accurate evaluations, according to a new study.

“Word of mouth can be
pretty useful,” Shore said,
although she noted that “it’s
not a scientific poll.”
After students suggested
several years ago that she
read her own comments,
Shore began checking her
colleagues’ scores for fun on
the website – a game she said
has always “confirmed her
suspicions, good and bad.”
Many students consider

the website when preparing
to register.
Senior Joshua Friedlander said he used RateMyProfessors.com when planning
his courses, except when
graduation
requirements
limited his options.
“I have never contributed to it,” he said. “But I do
think that a lot of students
use the website before registering for classes.” u

Culture
Bookworms feast on local fare
Melissa Turley
Features Editor
mturley@gwhatchet.com
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Events off the Foggy Bottom Campus

Baths

The Black Cat
Saturday
$13

Josh Perlman
Contributing Editor
jperlman@gwhatchet.com

H

swedish Christmas bazaar
2900 K St.
Saturday
Free
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Books line the walls of Capitol Hill Books, leaving little space to sit and read, but offering endless reading options, precariously filed under categories marked in hand written notes.

Bridge Street Books

by melissa turley
Features Editor

When President Barack Obama went book shopping last Saturday, he
skipped the disappearing megastores to instead participate in a widespread
movement to shop local, favoring a literary pillar of Dupont Circe.
“Small Business Saturday,” sponsored and developed by American Express,
encourages post-Black Friday holiday shoppers to buy local. Obama took up
the call by bringing his daughters to Kramerbooks & Afterwords Café.
Establishing itself as a Washington institution, the restaurant café-meetsbookstore claims to be the first of its kind in the country to feature cappuccino,
espresso, a full bar and food. The iconic D.C. bookstore has stood as a staple of
Dupont Circle, attracting natives and tourists for nearly 36 years, but it is just
one of the locally owned and long-standing bookstores in the District.

Capitol Hill Books

Jennifer Ellingston, a long-retired employee of the Library of Congress, has been working at
Capitol Hill Books for over 15 years. After wandering in to buy a present for her nephew in 1995,
she struck up a conversation with the store’s new owner and soon began volunteering once a week.
Thousands of book sales later, she is now getting paid for helping visitors uncover a good read.
Sifting through the estimated 60,000 books held inside the aging Capitol Hill row house can
be tricky. Every inch of space is carefully utilized, as secondhand books are stacked from floor to
ceiling, creating a “Matilda”-like dream world of well-loved books.
After the first owner passed away, the fate of the local store was unknown. The current
owner, retired Navy veteran Jim Toole, couldn't stand the thought of his neighborhood losing a
bookstore and bought the business in 1995.
Without any prior experience as a bibliophile or storeowner, Toole took the reigns.
Toole and Ellingston have watched the rise and fall of bookstore giants like Borders and Barnes
& Noble. The former, once with multiple locations, is now completely absent from D.C., and the
latter is closing its Georgetown location in January.
Ellingston credits their location, directly across from Eastern Market, for steadily sustaining
the business. She personally finds it biologically impossible to think of shopping at a colossal corporate store for any good. “I’m genetically programmed to buy locally," Ellingston said. "Number
one I support small business, number two I support local business." u

At the gateway to Georgetown, Philip Levy, has been running Bridge
Street Books for more than 30 years.
By the late 1970s, Levy, then in his early 30s, says he wasn’t going
anywhere too fast.
After working various gigs, ranging from a stint with a radical institute
to time clocked for Ralph Nader, and later as a messenger and manager at
movie theater, he settled on becoming a scholar.
On the way back from a family trip to England, Levy’s brother asked him if he
would be interested in opening up a bookstore and made him a deal: if Levy could
learn the business, his brother would help him get started.
“I thought, well, if I am going to get in to business, there is nothing I
would rather do than sell books,” Levy said.
To learn the book business and hone his customer service skills, Levy got a job
making $3.25 an hour at a bookstore in downtown D.C.
“I learned how to act. Even if I didn’t know anything, I learned how
to act,” Levy said.
Next to tackle was the question of what to sell.
Levy got the “backlist" – a listing of recommended books for stores to
stock from the American Booksellers Association.
“I looked at the list and said, 'This is not the kind of bookstore I’m going to have. This is like any bookstore. I don’t want to have any bookstore,
I want to have a good bookstore,' ” Levy said.
Instead, for nearly a week, Levy spend five or six hours wandering the shelves
of now-closed Olsson's Books & Records on Wisconsin Avenue in Georgetown,
compiling a list of every title and author of every book he wanted to sell.
“My confusion was if they had a lot of copies of a book, does that mean that’s
really important and I’ve got to have it, or does that mean it’s not selling? I had to
figure that one out,” Levy said.
In 1980, Levy moved into the store’s current location. His first way to
track inventory was a complex index card system with carefully handwritten
information stowed away in the back of each book.
From its perch at the edge of Georgetown, Bridge Street Books has withstood waves of mild competition. Levy jokes he is patiently waiting for all
other bookstores to exit.
“When we first opened I had this fantasy. I wanted to be the last bookstore left in Washington,” Levy said with a laugh.
Inspired by a local jewelry store that donated its mahogany shelves to
the Smithsonian when it closed, Levy hopes his 30-year-old hand crafted
bookshelves will one day meet the same end.
“I made a promise when I first started that I would only sell books,”
he said. “I’d be a very strange bookstore.” u

A space odyssey,
both artistic
and appetizing
by karolina ramos
Hatchet Reporter
If you're planning a trip to Mars, make
sure to pack some Velveeta macaroni and
cheese – 40 boxes of it, to be precise.
In a new exhibit examining space exploration through earthly eyes, Australian artists
Sean Cordeiro and Claire Healy blend statistics, American culture and groceries to create
a rendering of the common man’s necessities
for a hypothetical excursion to Mars.
The first of Cordeiro and Healy’s displays
to make it to the United States, “Are We There
Yet?” occupies two spaces at the Corcoran
Gallery of Art, using nearly 1,500 common
grocery products to create a visual manifestation of human consumption.
“Are We There Yet?” utilizes aestheticallydesigned stacks of common, ready-made supermarket items, ranging from Marlboro Red
cigarettes to Saltine crackers, to create symmetrical hemispheres that are reflected on the
gallery’s gold flooring.
“We wanted to set it up so the objects created half a globe on top of a reflective surface.
Once you saw the reflective surface, it would
visually become a whole sphere. It’s subtle,
but it sort of looks like a globe, or a series of
planets,” Cordeiro explained.

The endeavor was as much mathematical
as it was artistic. To determine the quantities
of each product used in the installation, the
artists referred to calculations of the total caloric intake one would need to sustain a 520day voyage to Mars and back. The calculation amounted to a colossal 1,976,000 total
calories, an amount represented by all of the
food products combined.
The inclusion of 360 cans of Chef Boyardee
beef ravioli, 624 cans of Carnation evaporated
milk and massive quantities of eight other
featured items provides an astounding visual
representation of human consumption.
“They’ve recreated a planetary solar system, a cosmological supermarket,” said Beatrice Gralton, the Evelyn S. Nef associate curator of contemporary art.
Cordeiro and Healy referred to published
studies of the top 10 most popular grocery
products in America to choose the products
that would be included in the artistic display.
The brands were primarily chosen based upon
their ability to remain fresh throughout the
entirety of the exhibit.
The gallery’s insertion of aesthetic mounds
of beer cans and cheese puffs inadvertently
emits a morbidly comical commentary on the
average American diet, but the artists note
that the intention of the installation is not to

avra bossov | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Patrons explore the centerpiece of 'Are We There Yet?' – a mattress with a spacesuit surrounded by
common American grocery items. The Corcoran Gallery of Art exhibit opens to the public Dec. 3.

provide a social commentary on health.
“I wouldn’t say it’s a comment [on
American health], it’s more just a presentation of what we found statistically and factually,” Healy said.
“It doesn’t need to be too didactic, it just is
what it is,” Cordeiro said.
Appropriately, the artists drew inspiration
from Stanley Kubrick’s iconic film, “2001: A
Space Odyssey” when envisioning the spatial
layout of the installation. The focal point of
the gallery – a space suit donated for the gallery by NASA, laying on a bed – alludes to the
final scene of the film.
The presentation arrives at a poignant time
in modern culture, coinciding with the recent
conclusion of the Mars-500 project and the
discontinuation of NASA’s shuttle program.

Marking “mixed feelings” about the conclusion of such ambitious ventures, Healy
notes that the quest for space exploration
still engages the common man, whose presence is reflected in the mass display of conventional, earthly groceries.
“[The exhibition] is about our mark
that we leave on the planet and what we
leave behind. We are considering what we
consume, but what about the residue after
you’ve consumed that thing? Then what
happens?” Healy explained.
“Are We There Yet?” is the third presentation in the Corcoran Gallery of Art’s “NOW at
the Corcoran” exhibition series, and will remain
on display until March 12. All of the products
will be donated to food banks and various organizations after the exhibit closes. u
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IN Brief
Men's basketball heads
to Kansas State
The Colonials play in Manhattan, Kan. Thursday to face
Kansas State.
Riding the momentum of
a three-game winning streak,
tip is slated for 8 p.m.
GW faces the Wildcats
for the first time in 71 years,
traveling to the Bramlage
Coliseum for the first time in
program history. The teams'
last meeting, Dec. 28, 1940,
ended in a 43-25 victory for
the Colonials.
First year head coach Mike
Lonergan earned more recent
competition against Kansas
State, when he took Vermont
to Manhattan for the Postseason NIT in 2007. The Wildcats
narrowly defeated the visiting
Catamounts 59-57.
The game will be broadcast
on Fox Sports Kansas City,
MASN, ESPN Full Court, ESPN3
and Watch ESPN networks.
The Colonials' perimeter
shooting could be an important factor against the Wildcats, who boast a strong
frontcourt. GW enters the
match as the leading threepoint percentage shooting
team in the country at 48.6
percent (35-of-72). The Colonials shot 56.8 percent (25of-44) from behind the arc
in their three victories at the
Progressive CBE Classic's
Bowling Green Subregional, where they unofficially
claimed the subregional title.
GW defeated Detroit 86-73,
Austin Peay 54-52 and host
Bowling Green 77-56 over
three days by an average of
12 points.
GW opened the last portion
practice Tuesday afternoon
in anticipation of the Kansas
State match, beginning with
a free throw shooting drill in
pairs, with the coaches rotating around the court. From
there, the Colonials moved
into practicing that looked to
be based off scouting reports,
working on fast breaks and
beating presses.
“As you practice is how you
play,” Lonergan told the team,
while emphasizing the importance of catching the ball
cleanly. GW ran through getting around a zone, working to
leave the perimeter open for
three attempts, including a few
baskets from beyond the arc
by junior guard Bryan Bynes.
After practice, senior
guard Tony Taylor, named the
MVP of the Bowling Green
subregional, emphasized the
importance of looking ahead
to the challenging Kansas
State match and alluded to
the team's drive in practices
leading up to competition.
He echoed Lonergan’s statements at the end of play,
stressing the need to constantly “get after it in practice” and compete, and the
growing relationship between
the new coach and his players was on full display, joking
and laughing together at the
end of practice.
It was also the first open
practice with junior Dwayne
Smith participating, and the
forward appeared to be returning to form, presenting a formidable (and trash-talking) presence in the paint against his
teammates.

Last word
"I have to make
sure that everybody
gets the ball, that
everybody's happy."
–Tony Taylor, men's
basketball senior guard, on the
broad responsibilities that fall on
his shoulders on the court.
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The number of points and rebounds posted
by senior forward Tara Booker Wednesday
– GW's first double-double of the season.

Tony Taylor: GW's 1,000-point man
by Elizabeth Traynor
Sports Editor
When Tony Taylor talks about
his 1,000th point as a Colonial, he
struggles to control the smile that
creeps across his face.
While playing against Detroit
Nov. 21, the senior guard drilled
a reverse layup with five minutes
and 24 seconds to play. In the 8673 victory, it was an otherwise forgettable basket from the Colonials
leading scorer.
Except, as the ball sank
through the basket, it netted Taylor’s 1,000th point as a Colonial.
“I kind of knew, but I think it
was just really good to get the basket,” Taylor said. “It didn’t really
click for me until a couple of plays
later when I scored the basket and
I was like, man, 1,000 points.”
Bearing the hallmark of a
skilled shooter since his days as a
recruit, Taylor returned to the court
after leading GW in scoring, assists
and steals over the 2010-11 season,
a year where he often put the team
on his back to carry it to victory.
Grabbing his buff and blue
uniform for the last time this season, Taylor hasn’t become complacent – or overwhelmed by accolades that included a nomination
to the Atlantic 10 preseason first
team. He’s averaging 15.8 points
per game, 4.8 assists and 1.4 steals,
adding .509 field goal percentage
– a .632 shooting percentage from
beyond the arc and a .692 shooting percentage from the line. Taylor’s only had one game where
he hasn’t posted double-digits in
points – but he dished out nine
assists in that 77-56 victory over
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Senior guard Tony Taylor charges down the court during an inter-team scrimmage
in Tuesday's practice. Taylor leads the Colonials in scoring this season.

Bowling Green.
“Tony’s been great. There’s
going to be nights where we need
him to get 20 plus points for us
to be competitive,” head coach
Mike Lonergan said. “What I like
about him, one game he had nine
assists, another game his man
didn’t score a basket. “
Taylor doesn’t see himself
as having the set role as the hothanded shooter on the team. And
he doesn’t see himself as needing
to be GW’s consistently strongest
defensive presence, or even the
sole Colonial playmaker.
He has a different view of his
position on the roster: a need to be
continually prepared to step into
the role that will most benefit his
team on a given night.

Club Sports Council
releases piece of review
by Elizabeth Traynor
Sports Editor
The first draft of the Club
Sports Council comprehensive review released late last
month identifies five areas
of change designed to help
boost the 34 involved organizations' performance.
The Council identified five
main areas of improvement:
health and safety issues, transportation, facilities, finances
and governance. Director of
Athletics Patrick Nero said he
and Club Sports Council President Hugo Scheckter continue
to meet and discuss the report’s
findings, aiming to present a
final document as part of the
greater athletics review to the
Board of Trustees in the winter.
The club sports review coincides with the larger athletics
review, part of Nero’s vision to
improve every facet of his department. Scheckter said the
initial review was completed
last spring, but upon taking office, Nero asked for it to be revamped to be a more in-depth,
comprehensive review of the
club sports program.
“The two biggest discussion points we have in regards
to club sports are that the mission and philosophy reflect
other student organizations
and that the Department of
Athletics and Recreation prioritize club sports when it comes
to facilities,” Nero said. “This is
the process we are taking with
all 11 areas that the Strategic
Planning Committee is looking
at. I anticipate that Hugo and I
will have a final report to the
Trustees shortly after the first
of the year.”
Scheckter is hoping for
quick resolution to the club
sports health and safety issues
and facilities problems. A major
health concern, he said, is club
athletes lacking access to athletics trainers, reducing their
ability to gain quick, effective
treatment for injury. The review
outlines proposed measures to
combat the problem, including
a step to provide first aid certification for two club athletes
per team, and Scheckter added
that the Club Sports Council is
hoping to fund hours with athletics trainers for club athletes
next semester.
Another major focus of the
review is the challenges presented by a lack of proper facilities for club sports use, Scheckter said. The review first calls
for better oversight of GW’s
current facilities, including an
ability for club sports teams to
schedule times for facilities use
and increased communication
between athletics department
staff and club athletes.
Scheckter also hopes to
expand and revamp GW facilities to enhance club sports
use, including his planned
initiative to lobby for lighting
to be installed at the Mount
Vernon Field.

“We’re getting a quote
for it in the next week or so,”
Scheckter said. “Honestly that
would be the biggest gamechanger at GW.”
The next major task to
tackle is the finances of club
sports, which ties directly into
their governance, Scheckter
said. Club sports falls under
both the Center for Student
Engagement and the Department of Athletics, due to their
nature as both student organizations and athletic activities.
The need to work through
both offices complicates paperwork and financial measures for the clubs, Scheckter
said, increasing the time and
effort needed for funding.
“It’s all very jumbled and
the presidents have to go
through three or four people
[to get funding],” Scheckter
said. “A number of the clubs
do have bank accounts – external bank accounts – which isn’t
something that student orgs
are allowed. Now, we’ve kind
of got, they kind of turn a blind
eye to that and it’s not an issue
and they know we have them
and we use them because otherwise it would be a complete
nightmare to try to get referee
fees at 6 p.m. on a Friday.”
A change in governance for
club sports is still in discussion,
part of a greater push to ease
finance challenges.
The review also calls for
club sports to explore ways to
expand their budgets through
fundraising, Scheckter said.
Though no changes are finalized as of yet, Nero said the athletics department is working to
help club sports strengthen its
budget and finances.
“We are currently working with student-affairs to
address some ways for both
athletics and student-affairs
to work with club sports to
make their budgeting process
easier,” Nero said.
Scheckter believes that most
of the needed improvements
for club sports are in their primary stages of implementation
– an indication of the revamped
focus on the department by the
new athletics administration
under Nero, he said.
While the Council provides
a unified voice for administrators to talk to, Nero has “revolutionized” club sports, Scheckter said. The Council is close to
launching a new website that
will be “fully interactive,” he
said, adding that it's another
example of Nero’s revamped
focus on club sports teams.
“I met Patrick when he
was being introduced, touring
the school in June,” Scheckter
said. “We sat down the week
I got back and I’ve met with
him every single week, pretty
much, since I’ve been here.
We’ve had a club sports night
for the first time. He even has
pictures of club sports in his
office. It’s a little thing, but it
makes a big difference.” u

“I think I’ve got to play a point
guard role, and whatever my team
needs, that’s what I’ll give them.
Whether it be scoring, on some
days when [sophomore forward]
Nemanja [Mikic] and [junior
guard Lasan] Kromah are off, and
if I have to score the ball, I have to
score the ball,” Taylor said. “And
if I see that they’re making shots
and if our big guys are hot, I have
to make sure that everybody gets
the ball, that everybody’s happy.”
Taylor’s view of his position
in the lineup displays the constant drive to extend himself on
the court that most impresses his
coach and teammates. Taylor’s
presence serves as motivation for
the rest of the Colonials, teammate
and fellow senior Aaron Ware

said. The two have built a strong
relationship dating back to their
rookie season, and Ware said it’s
hard to understate Taylor’s importance to the GW roster.
“The first thing is his experience,” Ware said. “He’s our leading scorer, he’s our leader.”
It’s been an important season
for Taylor to step into a leadership
role on the team. With a new head
coach taking the helm of GW’s
program, Taylor’s steady, veteran
presence was a valuable asset as
the team prepared for competition.
He said the transition between
coaching staffs has been “great,”
buoyed by the trust Lonergan has
in his players.
The guard is a clear offensive
powerhouse for Lonergan’s new
team – “kind of a gunner,” the
head coach calls him. But both
Lonergan and Ware are quick to
point out what they believe to
be an equally important aspect
of his game, ability to spread the
ball to his teammates and be a
formidable defensive force. They
both called the senior’s defensive
efforts “underrated,” an echo of
SLAMonline.com, which named
Taylor the A-10’s most underrated
player this fall.
Taylor can’t help but break
out into a smile again when asked
if, after hitting 1,000, he still feels
underrated.
“I don’t think I’m really underrated. I just try to go out there and
play as hard as I can, and if people
want to call me underrated, then
so be it. If you want to call me
overrated, then so be it. I just want
to come out and play hard every
single game,” he said.u

Women's Basketball | Gw 58, Old dominion 52
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Sophomore forward Chelisa Painter cheers as the Colonials pull ahead Wednesday.

GW rallies in overtime to
net second straight win
by Daniel Wright
Hatchet Staff Writer
With one minute and 36 seconds
remaining in overtime of the Colonials match against Old Dominion,
senior forward Tara Booker spotted
up for a three pointer with her team
trailing by one point.
Booker, who finished 4-for-8 from
behind the arc, hadn’t hit a field goal
in over 24 minutes.
“I heard my coach telling me to
shoot it,” Booker said. “With shooting, it becomes a rhythm, and if
you’re in the rhythm of the game
and the pace – and we had so much
momentum going into that – that as
soon as it left my hand, I knew I was
going to hit it.”
As the three-ball glided through
the net, the Colonials bench erupted
in celebration, and Old Dominion
watched its lead slip away for good.
GW (3-3) managed to hang on to win
58-52, completing a dramatic comefrom-behind victory as the Colonials
put together consecutive wins for the
first time since Feb. 5 of last season.
The Colonials trailed by as much
as 10 points, with just over 10 minutes to play in the second half, before closing out the second half on a
13-3 run to force overtime.
“It proves to us that we can actually pull it out,” Booker said. “We
played a terrible first half, to say the
least, and it proves that we can come
back and progress after such a deficit that we had in the first half.”
After a 46.7-percent shooting
night against Radford the previous
week, when GW posted a seasonhigh 83 points, the Colonials struggled to find a consistent rhythm on
offense against Old Dominion, going just 8-for-32 from the floor in the
first half.
Only three Colonials managed
to score in the first, and Booker, who
had a double-double and 13 points
by halftime, kept GW within two
points after draining a three right
before the half.
“She was huge,” head coach
Mike Bozeman said. “She had a
double-double in the first half. But
even more than that, she didn’t stop
rebounding. Even when her scoring
didn’t come, she kept rebounding.

She finished with 17 points and 17
rebounds. That’s huge. That’s [power forward and center for the New
York Knicks] Amar’e Stoudamiretype numbers.”
GW’s struggles shooting the
ball continued in the second half,
the team missing wide open shots
and allowing the Lady Monarchs
to extend their lead by as much as
10. Working to jumpstart his stalling
team, Bozeman shifted from a zone
defense to a full court press midway
through the second half.
“I think that was the turning
point in the game, once he put that
hard press on,” junior guard Danni
Jackson said. “We forced them into a
lot of turnovers right off the bat and
scored off it. I thought that was really the turning point, and our energy
just picked up from there.”
Jackson hit a three-pointer with
6:43 to play, narrowing the deficit
to six points, and the Colonials' defense went on to force four turnovers
in the remaining minutes of the second. In addition to adding 17 points,
Jackson was a defensive catalyst for
the Colonials in the backcourt, tallying three crucial steals and forcing
the Monarchs into several bad passes with her pressure.
Senior center Sara Mostafa, who
missed her first six shots of the
night, netted one of the most important baskets of the night, grabbing an offensive rebound with 22
seconds remaining and scoring her
only points of the night on the put
back to force overtime.
Booker finished with a careerhigh 17 rebounds and season-high
17 points, while freshman forward
Chakecia Miller added a career-high
14 points for the Colonials.
“[Miller] made some great defensive plays,” Bozeman said. “She’s
fully capable and tonight I felt very
comfortable with her on the floor,
and I couldn’t take her off the floor
because I needed that energy.”
Citing improved depth on the
bench as one of the biggest factors
for the Colonials win, Bozeman cycled through 10 different players in
the first 12 minutes of the game.
The Colonials next take on Maine
in the Navy Classic in Annapolis,
Md., Dec. 2. u
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Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax: (202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
Online classified ads are
available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.
• Non-GW clients pay a small
fee for online posting.
• Print ads begin at $10 for the
first 25 words, and $.30 per
word beyond that.
• All classifieds should be
placed online. If you cannot
access the internet, ads may
be placed via email, fax or in
person at our office. An extra
fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa,
Mastercard, American Express
and Discover, as well as cash
and check through our office.
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